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12 January 2022 

 
Bid Bulletin 1 
RFQ-003-PHL-2022 

Supply and Delivery of 4 x 4 A/T Brand New Pick-Up Trucks  
 
 
Dear Bidders, 
 
Please be informed that we received inquiries from interested bidders, the table below shows the responses. 
 

Item Inquiries Clarifications 
1 Request for Delivery extension from 2 weeks to 90 

days upon signing of contract and P.O. – this is 
because these vehicles will be driven by land trip 
from Manila to designated places in Butuan, Dinagat, 
Siarga, Surigao and due to recent surges in covid, 
some provinces have tighter, stricter restrictions 
when passing through their provinces, and ro-ro to 
Dinagat and Siargao Islands are still unpredictable 
due to Typhoon Odette that hit the said provinces. 

Please be informed that these vehicles are to be used 
for emergency response brought by typhoon Odette, 
therefore, the vehicle needs to be readily available, 
contract will be awarded to the bidder who can 
deliver the unit the earliest time as mentioned in the 
RFQ document.  
Preference will be given to the bidders with delivery 
timelines as per RFQ requirements. The 90 days 
delivery may not be acceptable. 

2  Eligibility “ Must be a legally registered car 
dealership” – we are not a car dealer but we can we 
instead submit our LTO accreditation  as an 
importer? Is this acceptable?  
 

This will be an amendment to the RFQ document. 
 
Please read the addition to eligibility criteria as 
below: 
 
Interested bidder may also submit/present a 
certification/authorization issued by the dealership 
that they are authorizing the bidder to sell vehicles on 
behalf of the authorized dealer. 

3 As DICT will be recipient and UNDP is the payor to our 
company, we will be needing a deed of sale between 
DICT and our Company to transfer the ownership of 
the vehicle, please confirm if this is allowed 

These vehicles are being donated by UNDP to DICT 
therefore a deed of sale will not be necessary. The 
dealer should facilitate the registration under DICT, 
and UNDP will provide the necessary documents to 
the supplier so that the unit/s should be registered 
under DICT. 

4 As DICT will be the recipient and a government entity, 
this will be in RED plate, not ordinary private white 
plate and  RED plate releasing will take minimum 3 
years to be release by LTO Diliman Head office , our 
concern is, will UNDP pay us even without red plate 
of the vehicle?  Of course vehicle registration and 
official receipt ( OR/CR) of the vehicle will be under 

The vehicles will be registered in DICT’s name with a 
red license plate; invoice documents will be under 
UNDP with a notation that it is for donation to DICT.  
 
Payment to the supplier will be linked with 
registration with the Land Transportation Office (LTO) 
and not the availability of the license plate. 
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Item Inquiries Clarifications 
DICT name and will be submitted thirty (30) days 
after signing of deed of sale between DICT and our 
company except the red plate. 

5 As DICT will be the recipient and a government entity, 
Third Party Liability Insurance and Comprehensive 
Insurance will be thru GSIS since Philippine 
government entities does not allow private Third-
Party Liability Insurance and Comprehensive 
Insurance. 

The requirement is to provide private comprehensive 
insurance for one (1) year while GSIS insurance will be 
processed by the concerned authorities at DICT.  
Third Party Liability Insurance will be part of LTO 
registration. 
 

 
Please be guided accordingly. 
  
 
Thank you. 
 
UNDP Procurement Unit 


